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Angeles, California; and §Center for Systems Biology, Suzhou University, Jiangsu, ChinaABSTRACT Periodic cellwide depolarizations of mitochondrial membrane potential (JM) which are triggered by reactive
oxygen species (ROS) and propagated by ROS-induced ROS release (RIRR) have been postulated to contribute to cardiac
arrhythmogenesis and injury during ischemia/reperfusion. Two different modes of RIRR have been described: JM oscillations
involving ROS-sensitive mitochondrial inner membrane anion channels (IMAC), and slow depolarization waves related to mito-
chondrial permeability transition pore (MPTP) opening. In this study, we developed a computational model of mitochondria
exhibiting both IMAC-mediated RIRR and MPTP-mediated RIRR, diffusively coupled in a spatially extended network, to study
the spatiotemporal dynamics of RIRR onJM. Our major ﬁndings are: 1), as the rate of ROS production increases, mitochondria
can exhibit either oscillatory dynamics facilitated by IMAC opening, or bistable dynamics facilitated by MPTP opening; 2), in
a diffusively-coupled mitochondrial network, the oscillatory dynamics of IMAC-mediated RIRR results in rapidly propagating
(~25 mm/s) cellwide JM oscillations, whereas the bistable dynamics of MPTP-mediated RIRR results in slow (0.1–2 mm/s)
JM depolarization waves; and 3), the slow velocity of the MPTP-mediated depolarization wave is related to competition between
ROS scavenging systems and ROS diffusion. Our observations provide mechanistic insights into the spatiotemporal dynamics
underlying RIRR-induced JM oscillations and waves observed experimentally in cardiac myocytes.INTRODUCTIONAs the dominant source of ATP generation in cardiac myo-
cytes, mitochondria are essential for normal cardiac function
(1,2). An adult cardiac myocyte contains ~7000 mitochon-
dria, which are positioned along the myofibrils in a highly
ordered network. Under normal conditions, mitochondria
are polarized, with a membrane potential (JM) of ~180mV
maintained across the inner membrane by the respiratory
chain. JM provides the driving force for proton influx
through ATP synthase, which is coupled to ATP synthesis.
Whenmitochondria depolarize (JM ~ 0), however, ATP syn-
thase reverses, consuming ATP to pump protons out of the
matrix. It is well known that excessive levels of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) can trigger JM depolarization.
Fluorescence indicators used tomeasureJM, such as tetrame-
thylrhodamine ethyl ester or tetramethylrhodamine methyl
ester, generate ROS when illuminated by laser light, conve-
niently allowing the effects of ROS production onJM to be
directly investigated (3). Using two-photon confocal excita-
tion to illuminate a small area in a tetramethylrhodamine
ethyl ester-loaded cardiac myocyte, Aon et al. (4,5) showed
that locally generated ROS triggered cellwide JM oscilla-
tions and fast propagating waves, with a wave velocity esti-
mated at 22 mm/s. Using similar methods, Brady et al. (6)
also showed cellwide JM fluctuations and traveling waves;
however, thewave velocitywas<0.1mm/s. In our own exper-
iments using whole-cell illumination instead of localizedSubmitted March 30, 2009, and accepted for publication December 15,
2009.
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0006-3495/10/04/1428/11 $2.00photoactivation, we have observed both JM oscillations
and slow waves, the latter wave velocities ranging from 0.1
to 2.2 mm/s (7) (and H. Honda, J. –H. Yang, and J. N. Weiss,
unpublished data). Theories have been proposed to explain
the underlying mechanisms of JM oscillations and waves,
such as percolation theory (5,8), coupled oscillators (9), and
excitable medium (7,10,11). However, a cohesive under-
standing of the spatiotemporal dynamics underlying these
observations is lacking.
Mechanistically, evidence has been presented that cell-
wide JM oscillations and waves are caused by a positive
feedback loop in ROS-induced ROS release (RIRR) (3–6,
11–14). Under normal conditions, mitochondrial respiration
is accompanied by low-level ROS production neutralized by
powerful antioxidant systems. During metabolic stresses
(e.g., ischemia and reperfusion), however, ROS levels can
increase, which in turn can trigger additional ROS produc-
tion and release from the mitochondria. Two different mech-
anisms of RIRR have been proposed: one is related to the
inner membrane anion channel (IMAC) regulation (4,5,12),
and the other to the mitochondrial permeability transition
pore (MPTP) regulation (3,6,11,13,14).
Aon et al. (4) proposed IMAC-mediated RIRR to explain
cellwide oscillations and waves observed in their experi-
ments, from which Cortassa et al. (12) developed a mathe-
matical model incorporating the sensitivity of IMAC to
superoxide anion (O2) in the intermembrane space into
their previous model of mitochondrial energetics (15). That
is, as matrix O2 generated by electron transport complexes
diffuses into the intermembrane space, IMAC open proba-
bility increases, creating a positive feedback loop releasingdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.12.4300
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FIGURE 1 Schematic diagrams of ROS-induced ROS release models. (A)
The single mitochondrion model including both IMAC- and MPTP-medi-
ated pathways. (B) Schematic diagram of the spatial model of mitochondrial
network. (C) For computational purposes, each unit is composed of 3  3
voxels representing a mitochondrion with its surrounding cytoplasm: the
center voxel represents both the matrix (black) and the intermembrane space
(gray), and the surrounding eight lattices are the neighboring cytoplasm. The
relative volumes of each type of voxel are marked proportionately to the
basic unit of volume Dv, corresponding to a volume ratio among matrix,
Mitochondrial Oscillations and Waves 1429more O2 into the intermembrane space. This positive feed-
back loop can cause limit cycle oscillations, providing a
mechanistic explanation for the JM oscillations observed
in their experiments. Brady et al. (6), on the other hand,
found that the slow mitochondrial waves in their experiments
were associated with matrix calcein release indicating MPTP
opening, and were also inhibited by MPTP blockers such as
cyclosporin A. They postulated that JM oscillations were
mediated by MPTP-induced RIRR. No model has yet been
presented for MPTP-mediated RIRR.
So far, no spatial model of either IMAC-mediated or
MPTP-mediated RIRR has been developed to investigate
how the mitochondrial network responds to these dynamical
behaviors. Even if different RIRR mechanisms are involved,
an interesting question is why the wave velocities are so
different (two orders of magnitude), despite the same method
of induction by laser illumination.
In this study, we first developed a single mitochondrion
model of RIRR that includes both IMAC-mediated and
MPTP-mediated RIRR. We then diffusively coupled indi-
vidual mitochondria in a two-dimensional array of voxels,
each containing the single mitochondrion model with
appropriate matrix, intermembrane space, and cytoplasmic
volumes. We show that, depending on the rate of ROS
production, the single mitochondrion model can exhibit
either limit-cycleJM oscillations due to the IMAC-mediated
RIRR or bistability due to the MPTP-mediated RIRR.
In the two-dimensional mitochondrial network, localized
elevation of ROS production (analogous to localized laser-
triggered ROS production) induces global JM oscillations
due to rapid propagation of IMAC-mediated RIRR, whereas
MPTP-mediated RIRR causes slow JM waves, consistent
with both sets of experimental observations. We show that
the self-amplifying nature of these RIRR processes results
in a natural progression from cellwide JM oscillations to
irreversible JM depolarization.intermembrane space, and cytoplasm of 3:1:12.MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Single mitochondrion model incorporating both
IMAC-mediated and MPTP-mediated RIRR
We developed a single mitochondrion model that incorpo-
rates both IMAC-mediated and MPTP-mediated RIRR
(Fig. 1 A). Three compartments, the mitochondrial matrix,
intermembrane space, and cytoplasm, are included. O2 is
produced in the matrix by Complexes I and III (16–19),
and can only exit from the matrix into the intermembrane
space through IMAC. (We ignored the minor component
of O2, which directly exits Complex III to the intermem-
brane space, as it had no qualitative effect on dynamics.)
In the matrix, intermembrane space, and cytoplasm, O2 is
converted by superoxide dismutase (SOD) to H2O2 at rates
VSOD,M, VSOD,I, and VSOD,C, respectively. H2O2 is allowed
to diffuse freely between all three compartments, and inthe matrix is degraded by peroxidases such as glutathione
peroxidase, which in the process converts reducing cofactors
(RED, such as GSH) to their oxidized forms (OX, such as
GSSG) at a rate VRED. In the cytoplasm and intermembrane
space, H2O2 is degraded directly (e.g., by catalase and perox-
idases) at rates VD,I and VD,C, respectively. For simplicity, we
omitted the RED/OX system in the intermembrane and cyto-
plasmic spaces, because it had no qualitative effects on
dynamics.
We modeled IMAC-mediated RIRR following Cortassa
et al. (12). When O2 production in the matrix increases
to a critical level, its leakage through IMAC into the inter-
membrane space further activates IMAC, which releases
more O2 from the matrix, forming a positive feedback
loop. As IMAC opening is progressively activated, JM
becomes depolarized. However, as O2 released into theBiophysical Journal 98(8) 1428–1438
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to H2O2, IMAC deactivates, which allows electron transport
to restore JM. This mechanism is consistent with the
experimental finding that SOD mimetics prevented JM
depolarization due to IMAC-mediated RIRR (4), but not
MPTP-mediated RIRR (6,13).
We introduced MPTP-mediated RIRR into the model as
follows. As proposed by Brady et al. (6,11), we assume
that when H2O2 generated from O

2 accumulates suffi-
ciently, a downstream product of H2O2, such as hydroxyl
radicals or an oxidized lipid, activates MPTP opening.
Because the specific downstream peroxide or oxidized lipid
has not been identified, for simplicity we assume it to be
proportional to H2O2 concentration. MPTP-mediated RIRR
is then modeled as follows. When matrix H2O2 accumulates
sufficiently (associated with RED depletion), MPTP opens,
depolarizing JM. Consistent with experimental findings
(20,21), we assume that when MPTP opening occurs, O2
production by Complexes I/III transiently accelerates. This
leads to more H2O2 production, which further activates
MPTP in a positive feedback loop.
Our model has several differences from the model of
Cortassa et al. (12). In our model, O2 generation is an
adjustable parameter, rather than a variable linked to energy
metabolism, so that it can be flexibly manipulated to study
dynamics. In addition, our model includes a formulation of
MPTP regulation, which was not modeled by Cortassa
et al. The differential equations and details of the mathemat-
ical models are presented in the Appendix.
Two-dimensional mitochondrial network model
We simulated a two-dimensional mitochondrial network
consisting of 50  10 coupled voxels (Fig. 1 B), with each
unit containing the three-compartment single mitochondria
model described above. The spatial scale of a unit is 0.9 mm,
and thus two-dimensional network size is 45  9 mm,
representing ~1/3 of a typical myocyte’s area. Both O2
and H2O2 diffuse freely between the intermembrane space
and adjacent cytoplasmic space, as well as in the cytoplasmic
space. To diffusively couple the network, we divided each
unit into 3  3 voxels (Fig. 1 C), with the center voxel
representing the volumes of matrix and the intermembrane
space, and the surrounding eight voxels the volume of
surrounding cytoplasm. The matrix, intermembrane, and
cytoplasm compartments were fixed at a volume ratio of
3:1:12 (mitochondria accounts for ~25% of the cellular space
(22)). Note that in Fig. 1 C, the voxels are not drawn to scale.
Further modeling and computational details are presented in
the Appendix.
Numerical methods
The steady state and its stability of the single mitochondrion
model were analyzed using MATLAB (The MathWorks,
Natick, MA). The differential equations of the single mito-Biophysical Journal 98(8) 1428–1438chondrion model and the network model were numerically
solved by Euler method with a time step 104 s.RESULTS
Temporal dynamics of the single mitochondrial
model
In the single mitochondrion model, O2 production rate (Vs)
was set to VS ¼ kshunt(1 þ aMPTP), where kshunt represents
O2 production due to endogenous respiration modified by
external factors such as laser scanning-induced O2 produc-
tion, and kshuntaMPTP is the additional component of O

2
production associated with MPTP opening. When kshunt is
small (normal conditions), O2 and H2O2 concentrations
are low and the open probabilities of IMAC and MPTP are
close to zero, and JM is accordingly well polarized and
stable (Fig. 2). As kshunt increases, however, matrix O

2
progressively increases. When kshunt reaches > 0.025 mM/
s, the leak of matrix O2 through IMAC into the intermem-
brane space raises intermembrane space O2 sufficiently to
cause regenerative IMAC opening due to the positive feed-
back, releasing more O2 from the matrix. Once O

2
released from the matrix is degraded by cytoplasmic SOD,
IMAC deactivates, restoring JM until sufficient O

2 builds
up in the matrix to begin a new cycle. When kshunt exceeds
0.105 mM/s, however, cytoplasmic SOD cannot effectively
degrade cytoplasmic O2 to a low enough level to deactivate
IMAC. At this point, the steady state becomes stable again
and oscillations cease, with JM remaining depolarized.
The mechanism of limit-cycle oscillations due to IMAC-
mediated RIRR is similar to that proposed by Cortassa
et al. (12).
With further increases in kshunt, MPTP-mediated RIRR
comes into play. At a critical value (0.16 mM/s in Fig. 2,
A and B), matrix O2 elevates H2O2 (via SOD) to a level
that triggers the MPTP opening, which, in turn, transiently
further accelerates O2 production by Complex I/III, form-
ing another positive feedback loop causing bistability. In
the bistable regime, the O2 and H2O2 concentrations can
either reside in a low stable state, with MPTP closed, or a
high stable state with MPTP open (Fig. 2 B), depending on
the initial conditions of the system. As shown in Fig. 2 D,
when the initial H2O2 is low in the intermembrane space,
MPTP are at the lower steady state (dashed line in Fig. 2 D).
When the initial H2O2 was high, they transition to the
higher steady state (solid line in Fig. 2 D). For kshunt >
0.22 mM/s, both O2 and H2O2 increase as kshunt increases
and MPTP open completely (Fig. 2, A and B). Thus, as kshunt
gradually increases from a low number (e.g., 0.15 mM/s) to
a high number (e.g., 0.25 mM/s), H2O2 jumps suddenly
(dashed arrow in Fig. 2 B) to a very high level, and then
increases further as kshunt increases due to the transient accel-
eration of O2 production when MPTP opens. In Fig. 2 E,
we show the steady states versus kshunt and the REDTotal
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FIGURE 2 Dynamical behaviors of the single mitochon-
drion model. (A) Steady-state matrix superoxide concen-
tration ([O2]M, black line) and IMAC open probability
(PIMAC, gray line) versus kshunt. Dashed segments are
unstable steady states. (B) Steady-state matrix H2O2
concentration ([H2O2]M, gray line) and MPTP open prob-
ability (PMPTP, gray line) versus kshunt. Dashed segments
are unstable steady states. Loss of stability of the steady
state leads to oscillations (OSC zones in A and B) and bist-
ability (BS zones in A and B). Dashed arrow indicates that
as kshunt increases continuously, a sudden jump occurs in
H2O2 concentration. (C) The intermembrane superoxide
concentration ([O2]I, dashed line) and intermembrane
H2O2 concentration ([H2O2]I, solid line) versus time for
kshunt ¼ 0.08 mM/s, which is in the oscillatory regime.
(D) The intermembrane H2O2 concentration in the bistable
regime showing two stable steady states (solid and dashed
lines) resulted from two initial conditions at kshunt ¼
0.2 mM/s. (E) Steady-state matrix H2O2 concentration
([H2O2]M) versus kshunt and REDTotal. The thick segments
are the stable steady states. The thin segments are unstable
steady states. ‘‘OSC’’ and ‘‘BS’’ mark the oscillatory and
bistable regions, respectively.
Mitochondrial Oscillations and Waves 1431(total GSH/GSSH) in a three-dimensional plot, showing that
as REDTotal decreases, both the oscillatory and bistable
regions shrink and eventually disappear, i.e., MPTP remains
open at even very low kshunt values. This illustrates the crit-
ical importance of antioxidants.
We also studied how other parameters affect the oscilla-
tory and bistable dynamics. Increasing the maximum O2
release rate (kIMAC) from 0.5 s
1 to 5 s1 narrowed the oscil-
latory regime from the kshunt interval [0.025, 0.1] to [0.025,
0.075], and the period of oscillation decreased from 35 s to
5 s. kIMAC had little effect on bistable behavior due to
MPTP opening, however. The Hill coefficient and dissocia-
tion constant used in formulating the open probabilities of
IMAC and MPTP also affect the ranges of oscillatory and
bistable dynamics. For instance, when the Hill coefficient
for the IMAC open probability function was reduced from
3 to 2, oscillations occurred over a much narrower kshunt
interval, although the MPTP transition was not significantly
affected. Similarly, when the MPTP open probability func-
tion was reduced from 10 to 2, bistability occurred over
a much narrower kshunt interval, although IMAC-mediated
RIRR was not significantly affected.
In summary, in this model, IMAC-mediated RIRR causes
limit cycle oscillations, whereas MPTP-mediated RIRR
results in bistability. As will be demonstrated below, these
two dynamics result in different spatiotemporal dynamics
in the mitochondrial network.Spatiotemporal dynamics of the mitochondrial
network model
To study how the dynamics of IMAC-mediated and MPTP-
mediated RIRR affect the cellwide behavior of the mitochon-
drial network, we incorporated the single mitochondrion
volume units into a two-dimensional array, coupled by diffu-
sion of O2 and H2O2 through the cytoplasmic space, as
shown in Fig. 1, B and C. To mimic the localized laser
scanning protocol used by Aon et al. (5) to induce IMAC-
mediated RIRR, we increased kshunt in a small area of
7  7 units (cyan voxel in Fig. 3 C) in the center of the
two-dimensional lattice (Fig. 3 C). Due to high kshunt in
this area, O2 accumulates to a high enough level to induce
limit cycle oscillations as a result of IMAC-mediated RIRR.
O2 released from this area diffuses to neighboring regions,
elevating intermembrane space O2 sufficiently to induce
IMAC opening in adjacent mitochondria. This results in
a O2 wave originating from the central area, which propa-
gates outwardly (Fig. 3 A), triggering cellwide JM depolar-
ization (Fig. 3 B). Subsequently, as matrix O2 released into
the intermembrane and cytoplasmic space is dismutated,
IMAC shuts off and JM repolarizes. This process repeats
itself, producing periodic cellwide JM oscillations (Fig. 3,
C and D). For the parameter settings used in the two-dimen-
sional model, the JM depolarization wave propagated at
a speed of ~25 mm/s, in agreement with experimentalBiophysical Journal 98(8) 1428–1438
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FIGURE 3 Cellwide JM oscillations due to fast
waves of IMAC-mediated RIRR. (A–C) Periodic
cellwide JM oscillations over a long timescale
are shown in the line scan in panel C, with the
scanned line and laser stimulated area as marked
in the left panel. For one of these cellwide oscilla-
tions (between the dashed lines), panels A and B
show snapshots of cytoplasmic O2 and JM at
uniform time intervals corresponding to the start
(left panels) and end (right panels) of the oscilla-
tion. The mitochondrial depolarization starts from
the laser stimulated area (cyan box in the left
panel in C) and propagates to both ends of the
whole cell. (D) The average JM and O

2 of the
network versus time. In this simulation, kshunt was
set to be 0.2 mM/s in the mitochondria in the
center region (cyan box in the left panel in C) and
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FIGURE 4 MPTP-mediated slow JM depolarization wave. (A) Space-
time plot of JM recorded along the yellow line indicated on the left, after
simulated laser stimulation of the whole area. The mitochondrial depolariza-
tion wave begins from the bottom and propagates slowly to the top, taking
24 s to propagate 50 mm. (B) The wave velocity versus kRED. kshunt was set
to 0.35 mM/s in the bottom four rows of mitochondria and 0.2 mM/s
elsewhere.
1432 Yang et al.observations by Aon et al. (5). Since propagation is fast,
mitochondria in the whole system appear to oscillate almost
synchronously when imaged at frame speeds>1 s, as typical
in experiments (Fig. 3, C and D).
To mimic the whole-cell laser-scanning protocol used by
Brady et al. (6) to induce MPTP-mediated RIRR, we
increased kshunt to 0.2 mM/s over the whole network, and
set four rows of mitochondria at the bottom to an even higher
value (0.35 mM/s), to reflect a degree of spatial heteroge-
neity in the network (i.e., a localized region responding to
the same laser intensity with greater O2 production). In
this case, a JM depolarization wave originating from the
left end (which is first to exceed the bistability threshold
due to the higher kshunt value) propagates slowly through
the network, with a wave velocity of 2.1 mm/s. The wave
velocity depends strongly on the rate of H2O2 degradation
or buffering determined by the parameters kRED, kD,I, and
kD,C. As the values of these parameters increases, wave
velocity slows due to enhanced H2O2 degradation, which
is equivalent to reducing the excitability of the medium.
For example, when kRED was increased from 3000 s
1 to
10,000 s1, the velocity decreased from 7 mm/s to 2 mm/s
(Fig. 4 B). This velocity can be further reduced if we also
increase the H2O2 degradation rate in the intermembrane
and cytoplasmic space, biologically corresponding to GSH/
GSSH ratios, peroxidase, and catalase activities in these
compartments. For example, by adding H2O2 degradation
to the cytoplasm, we could reduce the wave velocity to
0.3 mm/s.
To simulate the effects of SOD mimetics, we increased
kM,SOD from 0.01 mM/s to 1.0 mM/s. For parametersBiophysical Journal 98(8) 1428–1438corresponding to IMAC-mediated waves in Fig. 3, the oscil-
lations disappeared. For the parameters corresponding to
slow MPTP-mediated waves in Fig. 4, however, the slow
waves still occurred. This is consistent with the experimental
finding that SOD mimetics prevented JM depolarization
due to IMAC-mediated RIRR (4), but not MPTP-mediated
RIRR (6,13).
Finally, we mimicked a scenario in which kshunt increases
linearly as a function of time. This would correspond to
a situation in which ongoing cycles of IMAC-mediated
RIRR cause:
1. Progressive depletion of antioxidant capacity (e.g., the
GSH/GSSG ratio decreases); and
Mitochondrial Oscillations and Waves 14332. Progressive damage to the distal electron transport chain
and/or progressive release of matrix cytochrome c, such
that O2 production from reduced Complexes I/III
progressively increases over time (23).
Fig. 5 shows that under these conditions, a series of JM
oscillations due to IMAC-mediated RIRR culminates in sus-
tained IMAC-mediatedJM depolarization, followed later by
a slow JM depolarization wave due to MPTP-mediated
RIRR. Eventually, MPTP opening becomes irreversible after
the final slow JM depolarization wave. Although we
assumed, for simplicity, a linear increase of kshunt over
time, a nonlinear pattern would produce the same qualitative
results, altering only the time points at which bifurcations
occurred.DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed a mitochondrial model exhibit-
ing both IMAC-mediated and MPTP-mediated RIRR, and
examined how the dynamics of these two RIRR mechanisms
interact to produce JM oscillations and waves in a two-
dimensional diffusively coupled mitochondrial network. In
the single mitochondrion model, we find that IMAC-medi-
ated RIRR generates limit-cycle dynamics, which in the
network produces cellwideJM oscillations due to fast prop-
agating JM depolarization waves. In contrast, MPTP-medi-
ated RIRR causes bistable dynamics, which generates slowly-50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
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FIGURE 5 IMAC-mediated JM oscillations triggering an MPTP-medi-
ated final depolarization wave. (A) Space-time plot of JM recorded along
the yellow line indicated at the left. O2 production rate increased progres-
sively over time, most rapidly in the lower four rows of mitochondria (where
kshunt ¼ 0.35[0.3 þ 0.7 min (1,e0.02t/150)]), and more slowly elsewhere
(kshunt ¼ 0.2[0.3 þ 0.7 min (1,e0.02t/150)]). (B) Average JM versus time.
(C) Mitochondrial O2 (blue) and H2O2 (red) concentrations versus time.
kshunt was initially zero and started to increase at the upward arrows. Black
bar below the snapshot indicates the final MPTP-mediated slow wave.propagating waves in the mitochondrial network, eventually
leading to irreversible JM depolarization.
These findings recapitulate experimental observations in
isolated myocytes subjected to laser-induced ROS. Consis-
tent with the findings of Aon et al. (4,5) in which laser
illumination of a small spot induced cellwide JM oscilla-
tions with a fast wave velocity at ~22 mm/s, IMAC-mediated
RIRR reproduces a comparable wave-conduction velocity
due to the rapid diffusion of O2 released from the matrix
into the intermembrane space. Once released from the
matrix, however, O2 degradation in the intermembrane
space and cytoplasm is much faster than its production.
O2 thus returns quickly to a level which causes IMAC to
shut off until O2 accumulates again in the matrix for the
next cycle. This is the classical mechanism of positive feed-
back causing oscillations through substrate depletion (24).
The wave is mediated by the diffusion of O2 from one
unit to the other to activate IMAC opening, forming a classic
excitable medium.
MPTP-mediated RIRR, on the other hand, occurs in the
model with an initially higher O2 production rate, consistent
with the larger region illuminated by the laser protocol used
by Brady et al. (6). The resulting higher matrix O2 produc-
tion leads (via SOD) to higher matrix H2O2 levels and
its downstream products, which triggers MPTP opening.
MPTP opening transiently accelerates O2 production from
Complexes I/III (20,21), generating more H2O2 in a positive
feedback cycle which results in bistability. The wave velocity
for MPTP-mediated RIRR is much slower (0.1–2 mm/s). In
excitable media, wave velocity is determined by diffusion
rates and excitability, such that faster diffusion or greater
excitability gives rise to faster wave velocity. As the diffusion
constants of O2 and H2O2 were set to be the same in our
model, the differences in wave velocity are due to the differ-
ences in the excitability between the IMAC-mediated and
MPTP-mediated RIRR processes. Fig. 4 B demonstrates
that the H2O2 scavenging rate is a major factor lowering the
excitability of MPTP-mediated RIRR, because increasing
the H2O2 degradation rate reduces the velocity.
Consistent with the experimental findings of Aon et al.
(4,5) that MPTP inhibitors such as cyclosporine A did not
inhibit IMAC-mediated, cellwide synchronous JM oscilla-
tions, we found that preventing MPTP opening in the model
also did not prevent IMAC-mediatedJMoscillations. Similar
to the model of Cortassa et al. (12), our model predicts
that interventions which reduce O2 production (kshunt) or
increase O2 scavenging (kRED) will suppress IMAC-medi-
ated JM oscillations, as observed experimentally (12).
Finally, Aon et al. (25) reported that the susceptibility of per-
meabilized myocytes toJM depolarization depended on the
GSH/GSSH ratio, with a ratio of 150:1–100:1 favoring the
IMAC-mediated JM depolarization, and a ratio of <50:1
favoring the MPTP-mediated JM depolarization. In our
model, the GSH/GSSG ratio is represented phenomenologi-
cally as the RED/OX ratio, which ranged from 9:1 to 1.4:1Biophysical Journal 98(8) 1428–1438
1434 Yang et al.during IMAC-mediatedJM oscillations, and<0.03:1 during
MPTP-mediatedJM depolarization, in qualitative agreement
with these experimental results. Consistent with the findings
of Brady et al. (6) that the SOD mimetic TMPyP blocked
IMAC-mediated RIRR oscillations without preventing slow
waves due to MPTP-mediated RIRR, we reproduced the
same results by increasing the SOD activity in our model.
We previously reported that isolated myocytes exposed to
anoxia-reoxygenation initially developed both fast reversible
JM oscillations, followed subsequently by a slowJM depo-
larization wave (7). Like laser-induced injury, we speculated
that the ROS burst upon reoxygenation set into motion
progressively increasing ROS production, resulting from
ROS-induced damage to electron transport complexes
impeding electron flow through the distal respiratory chain.
Under these conditions, redox centers in Complex I or III
remain partially reduced and generate excessive O2. As
this excessive O2 production persists, it consumes antioxi-
dants and further impairs electron transport in adjacent
mitochondria (by similarly damaging their electron transport
chain), further increasing O2 production until IMAC open-
ing is triggered and IMAC-mediated RIRR propagates
rapidly through the cell. During IMAC-mediated cellwide
ROS oscillations, progressive ROS toxicity accumulates,
further accelerating O2 production and reducing antioxi-
dant capacity until O2 and H2O2 levels reach the threshold
for MPTP activation, producing a final slow irreversible
wave. As shown in Fig. 5, the features of our model, in which
separate dynamical mechanisms account for IMAC-medi-
ated and MPTP-mediated JM waves, predict this behavior
when O2 production rate kshunt is progressively increased
over time. Because our model assumes that O2 production
due to MPTP opening is persistent,JM remains irreversibly
depolarized at the end. However, the burst of O2 production
with MPTP opening may only be transient (20,21), due to
loss of pyridine nucleotides with prolonged MPTP openings,
resulting in oxidation of electron transport redox centers.
Depending on the amplitude and duration of the transient
O2 burst that occurs with MPTP opening, as well as the
value of kshunt, oscillatory behavior can result, such that
slow JM depolarization waves from MPTP-mediated RIRR
can be either reversible or irreversible. In addition, in our
model, we only allowed the O2 to exit the mitochondria
through the IMAC, but it should be noted that O2 can
also exit through MPTP once it opens. This limitation does
not affect the results shown in Figs. 4 and 5, as IMAC chan-
nels are always open before the MPTP opens. However, if
MPTP opening is oscillatory, rather than bistable, the inter-
actions between IMAC and MPTP oscillations could be
affected by O2 efflux through both channels.
In this study, we used a simplified model to study the
oscillatory and wave dynamics of mitochondria depolariza-
tion, ignoring the detailed regulation of energy metabolism
and other mechanisms of metabolic oscillations as shown
in previous modeling studies (15,26–31). We assumedBiophysical Journal 98(8) 1428–1438a constant O2 production rate, whereas this rate is variable
in real systems. However, because the dynamical bifurca-
tions are set by reaching threshold concentrations of key
ROS species, nonlinear O2 production rates should affect
the dynamics only quantitatively, and not qualitatively.
Another limitation is that many of the details of the proposed
regulatory mechanisms assumed in the model remain contro-
versial or incompletely defined (e.g., sensitivity of IMAC
channels to intermembrane space O2, the identity of the
precise ROS species activating MPTP opening, etc.). For
example, alternative models of IMAC-mediated RIRR
have been proposed (31). Nevertheless, our conclusions are
not likely to be strictly model-dependent, as the dynamical
behaviors observed here are generic properties of excitable
and oscillatory media. Although the model can be improved
as more detailed physiological information becomes avail-
able, it may be useful, even in its present form, for generating
predictions that can be tested experimentally. For example,
following upon the observation that rotenone suppressed
the ROS burst upon MPTP opening (13), we would expect
rotenone to delay irreversible MPTP-mediated JM depolar-
ization. Another prediction arising from Fig. 5 is that under
conditions in which fast IMAC-mediated RIRR waves
precede slow MPTP-mediated RIRR waves, such as we pre-
viously reported in isolated myocytes exposed to anoxia-
reoxygenation (7), mitochondrial JM should already be
partially depolarized by open IMAC channels (in the range
of 40 mV) before the onset of the slow wave in which
JM becomes fully depolarized due to MPTP opening. It
may be possible to adjust the concentrations of JM indica-
tors such as tetramethylrhodamine methyl ester concentra-
tions to detect these predicted differences.APPENDIX
The single mitochondrion model
The differential equations
The differential equations for the single mitochondrion model shown in
Fig. 1 A are as follows:
Matrix
dSOM
dt
¼ Vs  VSOD;M  VIMAC
dPOM
dt
¼ VSOD;M  VRED  VPO;EX;M
dRED
dt
¼ VOX  VRED
; (1)
Intermembrane space
dSOI
dt
¼ VIMAC=RI;M  VSOD;I  VSO;EX;C=RI;C
dPOI
dt
¼ VSOD;I  VD;I þ VPO;EX;M=RI;M  VPO;EX;C=RI;C
;
(2)
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dSOC
dt
¼ VSO;EX;C  VSOD;C
dPOC
dt
¼ VSOD;C  VD;C þ VPO;EX;C
; (3)
where SO is the superoxide (O2) concentration, PO the peroxide (H2O2)
concentration, and RED the concentration of the reduced species. Subscripts
M, I, and C represent matrix, intermembrane space, and cytoplasm. RI,M is
the intermembrane space to matrix volume ratio and RI,C the intermembrane
space/cytoplasm volume ratio. The volume ratios RI,M¼ 1/12 and RI,C¼ 1/3
were adopted from van Beek (32). The rate constants in Eqs. 1–3 are defined
in Fig. 1 A and described in detail in the following sections.
O2 production
Here we assume that the O2 production rate VS depends on the external
ROS stress (kshunt) and is accelerated by MPTP opening, i.e., VS ¼ kshunt
(1 þ aMPTP), where aMPTP ¼ aPMPTP. The value a is a constant and PMPTP
is the MPTP open probability. According to Cortassa et al. (their Eq. 26 and
Fig. A5) (15), the normal respiration rate is in the range of 0–10 mM/s.
Because 1–2% of the daily oxygen consumption was estimated to mitochon-
drial O2 production (33), a normal O

2 production rate of 0.05 mM/s, i.e.,
kshunt¼ 0.05 mM/s, is reasonable. During laser scanning, we assume that the
O2 generation rate increases to ~10% of oxygen consumption, and there-
fore choose kshunt to be between 0 and 0.35 mM/s. This is the same kshunt
range was used by Cortassa et al. (12) We assume that the MPTP opening
is directly regulated by matrix H2O2 (because the exact ROS species derived
from H2O2 is unknown). As there is no experimental data on exactly how
MPTP opening is regulated, we set its open probability to be a Hill function
of the matrix peroxide, i.e.,
PMPTP ¼ ðPOMÞ
hMPTP
ðPOMÞhMPTP þðKPO;MPTPÞhMPTP
;
where hMPTP is the Hill coefficient and KPO,MPT is the peroxide concentra-
tion at the half MPTP conductance.
O2 release through IMAC
Cortassa et al. (12) formulated the IMAC channel conductance as a complex
function of JM, based on experimental measurements from a 108-pS
channel described by Borecky´ et al. (34). However, in the measurements
of Borecky´ et al., the conductance of the channel is almost constant at the
negative potentials and thus the current through the channel is fJM. As
the mitochondrial potentialJM is always negative, we use the simple formu-
lation of the current-voltage relationship as
VJ;IMAC ¼ kJ;IMAC  PIMAC  JM;
where kJ,IMAC is maximum channel conductance and PIMAC is the open
probability of IMAC. Following the hypothesis of Cortassa et al. (12) that
the opening of the IMAC is induced by O2 in the intermembrane space,
we assume that the open probability of IMAC follows a Hill function of
intermembrane O2 concentration (a Michaelis-Menten formulation was
used by Cortassa et al. (12)), i.e.,
PIMAC ¼ 0:01 þ 0:99 ðSOIÞ
hIMAC
ðSOIÞhIMAC þðKSO;IMACÞhIMAC
;
where hIMAC is the Hill coefficient, and KSO,IMAC is the intermembrane
superoxide concentration at the half-IMAC open probability. In addition,
whenJM suddenly dissipates (e.g., to almost zero in the model of Cortassa
et al.) once the IMAC channel opens, and then repolarizes once the IMAC
channel closes, the effects of JM on O

2 release through the IMAC arenegligible. Thus, we assume that the superoxide release rate is proportional
to the superoxide in the matrix, i.e.,
VIMAC ¼ kIMAC  PIMAC  SOM;
where kIMAC is the maximum subconductance of O

2. Although our formu-
lations are simpler than the formulations of Cortassa et al., when we
substituted ours by those of Cortassa et al., we obtained similar bifurcation
diagrams to the diagrams shown in Fig. 2, i.e., as kshunt increased, we first
observed the oscillatory dynamics due to the IMAC opening and then the
bistable dynamics due to the MPTP opening.
O2 dismutation
The dismutase rates (VSOD,M, VSOD,I, and VSOD,C) are assumed to be Hill
functions of O2, as they are catalyzed by the superoxide dismutase species
(SOD), i.e.,
VSOD;M ¼ kSOD;M SOM
SOM þ KSOM;
VSOD;I ¼ kSOD;I SOC
SOC þ KSOI;
and
VSOD;C ¼ kSOD;C SOC
SOC þ KSOC;
where kSOD,I, kSOD,C, and kSOD,M are maximum dismutation rates, and
KSOM, KSOI, and KSOC are the Michaelis-Menten constants. Because SOD
inside the matrix may differ from outside, we assume that KSOI and KSOC
are the same, but different from KSOM. The maximum SOD production
rates in the intermembrane space (kSOD,I) and cytoplasm (kSOD,C) are
set at 0.1 mM/s, which are in the same range used by Cortassa et al.
(their Fig. A4) (12). We used a smaller value for the matrix SOD rate,
i.e., kSOD,M ¼ 0.01 mM/s.
H2O2 degradation
The matrix H2O2 degradation rate is proportional to the matrix H2O2
concentration (POM), and is also regulated by the ratio of reduced/oxidized
species,
REDOX ¼ RED
OX
;
where
OX ¼ REDTotal  RED;
and where REDTotal is the total reduced and oxidized species concentration
which is set to be 3 mM according to Aon et al. (25). The OX can be con-
verted back to RED with a rate
VOX ¼ kOXOX ¼ kOXðREDTotal  REDÞ;
and kOX is a constant. The H2O2 degradation rate is set as
VRED ¼ kRED REDOX
REDOX þ KREDOXPOM;
where kRED is constant and KREDOX is the Michaelis-Menten constant. H2O2
in the cytoplasm (POC) and in the intermembrane space (POI) are assumed
to be degraded with fixed rates, i.e.,
VD;I ¼ kD;IPOIBiophysical Journal 98(8) 1428–1438
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VD;C ¼ kD;CPOC;
where kD,I and kD,C are constants.
O2 and H2O2 diffusion
O2 diffuses freely between the intermembrane space and cytoplasm, so we
simply set the diffusion rate as
VSO;EX;C ¼ kSO;EX;CðSOI  SOCÞ;
where kSO,EX,C is a constant. H2O2 diffuses freely between different
compartments and we set the diffusion rates as
VPO;EX;C ¼ kPO;EX;CðPOI  POCÞ
and
VPO;EX;M ¼ kPO;EX;MðPOM  POIÞ;
where kPO,EX,M and kPO,EX,C are constants. Because the mitochondrial inter-
membrane space is close to the matrix, we assume that the exchange between
intermembrane space and matrix is much faster than the exchange between
intermembrane space and cytoplasm, i.e., kSO,EX,M ¼ 10kSO,EX,C. Based on
our own measurements (P. Korge and J. N. Weiss, unpublished data), we ob-
tained an oxygen diffusion coefficient in water to be ~1400 mm2/s. The diffu-
sion coefficient of oxygen in blood was estimated to be 1200 mm2/s (35,36).
In this study, we set the diffusion coefficients of O2 and H2O2 to be D ¼
112.5 mm2/s, assuming that the complex cytoplasm environment causes
a much slower diffusion. Using this diffusion rate, the rate constant is esti-
mated as kSO,EX,C ¼ 4D/Dx2 ¼ 5000 s1.TABLE 1 Model parameters
Symbols Description
kshunt O

2 production rate constant.
KPO,MPTP H2O2 concentration at the half MPTP conductan
hMPTP Hill coefficient of MPTP activation kinetics.
kSOD,M Maximum matrix SOD rate.
kSOD,I Maximum SOD rate constant in the intermembra
kSOD,C Maximum SOD rate constant in the cytoplasm.
KSOM Michaelis-Menten constant of matrix SOD.
KSOI Michaelis-Menten constant of intermembrane sp
KSOC Michaelis-Menten constant of cytoplasmic SOD.
REDTotal Total concentration of reduced/oxidized species
kRED Rate constant of H2O2 degradation in the matrix
KREDOX Michaelis-Menten constant of H2O2 degradation
kD,I H2O2 degradation rate constant in the intermemb
kD,C H2O2 degradation rate constant in the cytoplasm
kIMAC Maximum IMAC O

2 conductance.
hIMAC Hill coefficient of IMAC activation kinetics.
KSO,IMAC O

2 concentration at the half-IMAC conductanc
kSO,EX,C O

2 diffusion rate between intermembrane space
KPO,EX,M H2O2 diffusion rate between matrix and intermem
KPO,EX,C H2O2 diffusion rate between intermembrane spac
kOX Rate constant of oxidized species to reduced spe
RI,C Intermembrane space to cytoplasm volume ratio.
RI,M Intermembrane space/matrix volume ratio.
a O2 production rate constant induced by MPTP.
kJ,U Constant of membrane potential usage.
kJ,IMAC Constant of membrane potential loss due to IMA
kJ,MPTP Constant of membrane potential loss due to MPT
D Diffusion constant.
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The single mitochondrion model is used for each unit. The differential equa-
tions for the matrix in unit are
dSOM
dt
¼ Vs  VSOD;M  VIMAC
dPOM
dt
¼ VSOD;M  VRED  VPO;EX;M
dRED
dt
¼ VOX  VRED
dJM
dt
¼ VJ;S  VJ;U  VJ;IMAC  VJ;MPTP:
(4)
We add the mitochondrial membrane potential (JM) into the system, as
described by the fourth expression in Eq.4. In this model, we simply use
theJM production rate as VJ, S¼ 3.5 V/s, and assumeJM usage (including
leak) rate to be VJ, U¼ kJ,UJM. The current-voltage relationship of IMAC
is (see O2 Release Through IMAC):
VJ;IMAC
¼ kJ;IMAC

0:01þ 0:99 ðSOIÞ
pIAMC
ðSOIÞpIMACþðKSO;IMACÞpIAMC

JM:
We also assume that MPTP conductance is proportional to its opening
probability, and thus the current-voltage relationship is
VJ;MPTP ¼ kJ;MPTP ðPOMÞ
pMPTP
ðPOMÞpMPTP þðKPO;MPTPÞpMPTPJM:Value Unit
0–0.35 mM/s
ce. 0.015 mM
10
0.01 mM/s
ne space. 0.1 mM/s
0.1 mM/s
0.02 mM
ace SOD. 0.02 mM
0.02 mM
in the matrix. 3 mM
. 10,000 s1
in the matrix. 50
rane space. 0.05 s1
. 0.05 s1
0.5 s1
3
e. 0.004 mM
and cytoplasm. 5000 s1
brane space. 50,000 s1
e and cytoplasm. 5000 s1
cies. 0.08 s1
1/12
1/3
0.5
19.2 s1
C opening. 50 s1
P opening. 100 s1
112.5 mm 2/s
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any voxel in Fig. 1 B) are
dSOI
dt
¼ VIMAC=RI;M  VSOD;I þ DSO=a
dPOI
dt
¼ VSOD;I þ VPO;EX;M=RI;M  VD;I þ DPO=a;
(5)
where
DSO ¼ k
 X4
k¼ 1
SOk  4SOI
!
and
DPO ¼ k
 X4
k¼ 1
POk  4POI
!
are the fluxes between the intermembrane voxel and its four neighboring
cytoplasmic voxels (see Fig. 1 C). The values k ¼ D/Dx2 and D ¼
112.5 mm2/s constitute the diffusion constant and Dx ¼ 0.3 mm. The value
a ¼ 2/3 is the volume ratio of the intermembrane voxel and the cytoplasmic
voxel.
We assume that O2 and H2O2 diffuse freely in the cytoplasmic space.
The governing equations are
vSO
vt
¼ VSOD;C þ D

v2
vx2
þ v
2
vy2

SO
vPO
vt
¼ VSOD;C  VD;C þ D

v2
vx2
þ v
2
vy2

PO:
(6)
At the border between intermembrane space and cytoplasm (the border
between the shaded voxel and the open voxel in Fig. 1 C), the boundary
condition is
vSO
vx

IC
¼ DSOk
vPO
vx

IC
¼ DPOk;
where
DSOk ¼ kðSOk  SOIÞ and DPOk ¼ kðPOk  SOIÞ:
We use no-flux boundary condition for the whole domain, i.e.,
vSO
vx

0;Lx
¼ vPO
vx

0;Lx
¼ vSO
vy

0;Ly
¼ vPO
vy

0;Ly
¼ 0;
where Lx and Ly are the dimensions of the two-dimensional network.
Except for the parameters defined above, other parameters were arbi-
trarily adjusted to produce the dynamics in the model. All parameters are
listed in Table 1.
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